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Introduction
• Fast, small (12 − 13m) diameter antennas with broadband dual linear-polarization feeds.
• Four 512 MHz (currently testing 1 GHz) wide bands spanning 2.3-14 GHz, each containing
8x 32MHz channels.
• Biweekly 24hr observing sessions with approximately 1-2 thousand, 30 sec. scans.
• Seven stations participating in VGOS observations and growing.

(a) 12m GGAO VGOS telescope.

(b) Current VGOS network.
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Data processing overview

• Need to correlate and perform fringe-fitting of both polarizations and all four bands together.
• The broadband delay solution is determined through pseudo Stokes-I fringe-fitting.
• Pseudo Stokes-I polarization product is the coherent sum 1 :
I = (Xa ? Xb + Ya ? Yb ) cos(∆) + (Xa ? Yb − Ya ? Xb ) sin(∆)

(1)

• Produces an observable which is independent of the parallactic angle difference, ∆, and (to
1st order) polarization leakage terms.
• However, need to know relative phase and delay between the X (horizontal) and Y (vertical)
signal path at each station.
• Also need to simultaneously fit for differential ionosphere, ∆TEC.

1

https://ivscc.gsfc.nasa.gov/publications/memos/ivs-2007-011v01.pdf
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Data processing overview
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Correlation

• Heterogeneous data (complex/real) taken with different equipment (RDBE-G, DBBC,
ADS3000) and recorded to different devices (Mark-6, FlexBuff, etc.)
• Data arrives mostly via shipped modules, some e-transferred to buffered storage.
• Correlator operator must fill in schedule .vex file to add $IF, $BBC and $FREQ sections, in
addition to $EOP and $CLOCK.
• Station ’peculiar’ delays must be split between $CLOCK model and fourfit sampler delays
for each band/pol 2 .

2

https://www.haystack.mit.edu/geo/vlbi_td/BB/050.pdf
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Post-correlation: channel-by-channel phase corrections

• Multi-tone p-cal only removes phase/delay changes in signal chain after point of introduction.
• Stations still require manual phase correction to eliminate uncalibrated phase structure.
• Correction of phase residuals helps eliminate degenerate ∆TEC solutions.

Ionosphere ∆TEC search space
on GY baseline without manual
phase corrections.

Ionosphere ∆TEC search space
on GY baseline with manual
phase corrections.

• Multi-peak ∆TEC solutions are especially problematic for pseudo Stokes-I fringe fitting if
different polarization products (e.g. XX vs. YY) fits happen to fall at different values since
∆TEC is highly correlated with the delay solution.
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Channel-by-channel phase corrections

• Construct initial control file (usually informed from last session).
• Pick a network reference station, (for consistency nearly always use GGAO X-polarization).
• Fringe fit all baselines to reference station with initial control file for all four pol-products
(XX,YY,XY,YX).
• Select candidate scans for each baseline.
• Apply cuts based on SNR, typically require > 30.
• Apply cuts based on the difference in ∆TEC between the four pol-products (XX,YY,XY,YX),
typically require < 1.0 TECU.

• Use circular mean of channel phase residuals to determine the channel-by-channel phase
corrections pc phases x/y.
• Assume phase closure over pol-products to calculate phase corrections for network reference
station Y-pol w.r.t X-pol.
• Output new control file with appropriate pc phases x/y.
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Example station phase corrections

Station E (Wf) phase corrections for X polarization vs. frequency for the four bands. Blue is a priori estimate,
red is value derived from session vt8218.
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Example station phase corrections

Station E (Wf) phase corrections for Y polarization vs frequency for the four bands. Blue is a priori estimate,
red is value derived from session vt8218.
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Post-correlation: Y-X polarization phase/delay offsets

• Re-fringe fit entire session for all baselines/bands/pol-products with new control file
containing phase corrections.
• Select candidate scans for each baseline, apply SNR and ∆TEC base cuts.
• For candidate scans, force ∆TEC to mean value for (XX,YY,XY,YX), and re-fringe fit.
• Assume phase/delay closure over pol-products to calculate phase and delay offsets between
Y, X polarizations at each station.
• Find mean value for Y-X phase/delay offsets.
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Example station Y-X delay offset

Histogram of Y-X delay offsets for scans passing cuts for station H, session vt8218
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Example station Y-X phase offset

Histogram of Y-X phase offsets for scans passing cuts for station H, session vt8218
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Final pseudo Stokes-I for database output

• Final pseudo Stokes-I fringe fit
is performed for all baselines,
and database created with
calculated delays using
VgosDbMake.
• One quick data quality check
prior to data-basing is to
examine phase residuals for all
baselines/channels.
• Above shown is the
channel-by-channel phase
residuals for vt8218,
Westford-Wettzell baseline,
(pseudo Stokes-I), colored by
∆TEC.
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Proxy cable delay correction

• Meeting VGOS ∼ 1mm precision requires
a cable-delay calibration system to
remove deformation caused variations in
the 5 MHz reference up-link cable.
• However, as of now, not all stations are
equipped with a cable-cal, so a proxy
cable-cal system based on the phase-cal
multi-tone delay has been devised.
• Fit all phase-cal tones in one band to
extract short-time changes in delay due to
cable stretching.
• Select and average results and produce
.pcmt files an add correction via
VgosDbProcLogs.
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Conclusion

• Processing VGOS session data requires several additional steps compared to S/X observing.
•
•
•
•

Clock model and sampler delay adjustments.
Phase corrections over four 512 MHz bands and two polarizations.
Delay/phase alignment for dual polarizations.
Pseudo Stokes-I fringe fitting with ∆TEC estimation.

• Processing pipeline is firming up and becoming more automatic.
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Current and future status

• Post-correlation processing routines are largely scripted will be incorporated into HOPS
release.
• Also some additional simple tools for interfacing with Mk4 files, fourfit control and vex files
with python.
• Preliminary release of data processing manual and alpha release of software in October, 2018.
• VGOS data processing tutorial at the VLBI Technical Operations Workshop at Haystack in
May 2019.
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